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a. field that'changes as rapidly as language P.rogratming

has lit the past fifteen yearS, it is often-useful to Stop-period-I-% _

caAyand .consider the pt.-ogress that has been made while keeping

trtalcgif the.direction newer ventures are-taking. 'This tact
- ,

t-
allows -one to gain-a historical peftplective on the "ttw and;.

- 6"..

at the same time, it.,vrevents What is useful from the past frdm
.

. .

being oyerloolted. It was with this belief-1n mind that we:decided
,

to Rubilish this tgokLet. The langUage programs,described herein

firstmAde'lvailable fittwgen 1967 and 197f.,
..

;.

,The tseft/nesst4 41ts document, of Course, extendS'=heyond:

mere-hist4ical intkrest. The format of the booklet end the

/ manner it which the materials are preserfted make LANGUAGE

< IWERITEN'tION'partic$ilarly useful fipr persons relatively new to

. -

thp. selection and use-of lanpage materials. The:!divi.Sion-of

K .

the contents into-programs for mild: moderate, blid'sevgre-handi-

caps=-with accompanying expIanainsregardingthe nature-of.

language impnirmetts in each of these groups-is an , "especially

usegnI.featare of this.booklet. The introduction which explores

the theoretical perspectives at work during-the period from the

late .60's :td ht early 70's,iis aninsightfuI discussion .of "how

.

. children learn languagp..,

-

vii

. '

a..



Since 1975; of course, the programs available for language

development have multiplied and theories of how children lei=

language have expanded. In the not too distanttnture, we hbpe-.

to deal with Some of the emerging txends in language educaflon

-`. 74andtremediation in a publication on more recently developed
- .
- .

.

.programs

.
.

..

Until then, we trust that the excellent guidelines offered

,

herein will serve First Chance preigramsas G ell as programs. run

by state .educati* agencies.; Many of theIanguageistems

.presentW here, of course are still very"nitch in use:ang are

-

still, in some instances, the best programs in their genres..

We hope through this boolclet!that ye-haye remove& sonie of the

complexity involyed in

important, area;

working in this- ver7 diffiult but very

Kenn Goin arid Lin& Gilkerson
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A discussion of: (1) the factors which should influence your
choice of a Program,(2) the professional Views of how children
ecquire language skills, and (3) techniques for *evaluating.-the
success of language intervention

a.

V



The number of, preschool chikdren with delayedtor'impaired develbp -

ment of language skills.is difficult to estimatel Because procedures

for determining:theprevalence of:language prObleMavary, data. are-
.

inconsistent: llOwever,thetBureau of .Education for the Handicapped:

(En) has estimated that one million preschoolers are in need of

special:programs, and it is safe to'say that language delay or:
.

language. impairment is present in many of these children who tame'. '
s.

other special needs:.especially children with mental retardation and

physical handicaps such as cerebral palsy or.other handicapping.'

conditions such as hearing loss,Thyperactivity, minimal brain dys-

function, or emotional disturbance. Many childrenof:Course; haves

speech and language prObIems in the absence of other' handicapping

conditions. There is clearly a need to identify and describe some.

if thelanguage intervention systems available for providing treat-
./

ment tochildren with language problems.

The material in thisbooklet, 1.7hicir summarizes,..ten.of the'
_

systems that are currently available,. 'should Provide 'a basiS for

choosing a system df ladguage intervention appropriate-to,the neap-

of a group of.children. Several factors should ,influence decisions

regardingthe choice of language programs. First, the background

- and training' of the perscin who will-be' using the language pr gram

Must be considered. The-individual.-who has.exten'sive knowledge of
0

language development -in "nornveldhi'ldren willlikely choose _a_
_ _

i'rograt with greae:flexibility sothat'it cam be adapted Id'eacl.



child and the. gdidelinesof nOrmsl'development'-can still be followed.-
,

.

The less knOwIedgeabIe individual maTverA Well choose a system 'which

outlines the stages of"deVelopment, provides prOcedpres for deter-Min.,.
. .

ing _present functioning_leyels;-nd-describes-in,s0c.ifte=.terMs=.the
r

activities to be followed. All,programs shbulaa explain the' degree

of progress which logicallycar%be'expected from childrepowith 'whom .

they are used

A second factor that may ipfItence the choice of a language
,

intervention program is'ehe'sevtriiy. of'th-language disOrdes.

The child who is not using any-Words needs i'different program that

the child who uses -Single words but nb.word boMbTxations.

iv

factorconcerns the amount of strtcture proVided by
v; ir';

;

-the prop( and the amotqt,of struzsure preferred' by. the
e
language

_

clinician. Generally spealdrig,-the more .severe, the :language'

impairmedt, the-more structured ,the intervention n-system sHould be;

`As the child gains control of language skills, the structure of -

the programean bd:relaxed. -Ths decision_shoun be based on the
-

"'

needs of the children, but som imes ,staff considerations become

part of it, since some individualp cannot work with programs that

require a very tight structure.

While there .are :other- factors of importadte, such asbt'dget,

space avalIabiritY;:'-"and -the abil'ty -staff:MemberS t'f): t saflird%.

develop their own materiaas, the'most importanctor.of

probably the- basic beliefs:vith regard-66 iangtlage acquisition:-of



, .

the individual user 'of a particular program. SeVeral ways 'of
- ,

viewing langUage acquisition include the use of models. Foi

ekample, the developmental_ioilel reIles'on.torMatIVe-infertktiOn
g-s-

.

because most children by a-certain age are able to do certain things

with language. The developmental landmarks are well knOWTL for 'cer-
.

tain' skills. For example, it is agreed by most authorities on

language development that children shoUld be using single Words .F'

by twelve months of age. It is also agreed that children thoUld

be using two-word combinations by two yearsiof age and atleast

subject, verb,,and object constructions by three year of age.'

These are general developmental guidelines. An individual following

the normal developmental model will find other information available

providing morespecific guidelines. This material it-readily
1

- available in books on normal language - development such at. etie one

'published 1,57 Patricia McElroy (1972).
4

A secondWay-of viewing language acquisition 'is the medicalP

model. Here, one searches for the etiology, or_cause, of slow

language development. Ohce it is determihed, treatment can hopet-L
-

fully be provided which will enable the child to progress With _

- .

language' acquisition normally. There are few.conclitio-ns for, which.
N

. _

this is possible At-the present time. The classic example is PlaG

'(phOnylketontlria). This MedicaI:probIemiceuset'theinfatOt body
,

_

to be,undbIe to synthesize proteins properly and results inbrain



damage" and severe :mental retardation.-.Jf treated BylpXaper

is possible for the child:to deVelOp normally and-for all
.

language skills'to develop according'to the normal-pattern. Anciher-
,

medical prdblem that can be diagnosed during infancy is Down

Syndrome which is .associated with mental- retardation: and poor

development of l=anguage No medical treatment.is..availake..

.-:::that will allow the Down's Syndrome ahi.Wto develpp.narmall '

.

however, and 1,7e are still.dependent upon language intervention sys-
.

terns to assist him in acquiring'as many language skills as possible.

While the medical model has not. b6n as.useful to.us as we 'had .

-hoped, its.importance is Still primary in that the se4r-ch for treat-

ment for organic conditions in order_

should continue.: -:

aid language problems-

A third model viers language acquisition asthe'result af,an
.

innate Capacity of:the humanrace. The:hypothesis isthat:because
.

human beings are endawed wtth a biological-aapacity."forianguage,.

.

.--;.development Which emerges'!as the. organism grows;interventdion

unnecessary.
.

..',..
The provision of an environment that isstimulating-

i

to the organism it 'all that is required 'for the acquisition of
., . ,

language. When this is thebelief of individuals responsible for

tote. language'Skirls of young children, the. provision of environ-

mental stimuli, with very-little structure;" is the usual aptiroach.

. .

.., _

While _this obviously works very well: for a' large portion of the

population whb learn language withciut any formal: instruction. it



seldom seems.adequate for the child handicapPed:by an inabill

acquire language skills in a no al way.' Nonetheless, there is

,

evidence to. support this view, and it is well discussed

Dale___(±972)

the existence of languege universals as described.by_Greenberg

(19.63) , the 4imilarity Of-eatly chiICrlanguige pe,VaribT'

language :eysteiS of the world, and.the'appearance.of-relatiVel
7 _

abstract features of language as the eerliest.Stage-of syntactic

..-deveopMent;

the fast model of language aoquisitionj-whith is supported

.

by the aulhor of this booklet,.language is Viewed as learned.

.behavlor2.-. Ag.e5cPIained by Staats (1968), there is cdnsiderake

support in the literature for the'heses that language is.a learned

tool and that-certain environmental controls-precipitate the learning.

When this model is used, intervention'procedures. include-a combine-,

.. tion of stimuluireSponse techniques classical and instr 1
.

_
. .

conditioning,;eand the response hierarc4es that result-from these
C- . ,

techniques. 'William Bricker (1972) writes," "if. .a child-does not
.

learn fromnatural coniingenciesbf the environment; i [we must]_

establish a*Control environment so that' `he t!an learn..". -The more

severe the. language delay or impairment thetibe that intervenL....

tion is begun -the More the env.irmnmentel conditions will have t
,

.

be modified and controlled so that the child can begin to learn.

There are numerous factors to in controlling conditibns,





stimuli provided.

Evaluation:: emphasi'S. on accountability that is part of every

program to the 100's makes it necessary to determine the effective-

_ -. i. _. ______
.

-tess ofA.appage:intervention,programS.- This:requires that some-
...

. .

41P
. .-.

baSe lihe of lengtage usage, be obtaihed prior to intervention and

` that the same measure be taken after'a.period of intervention,-

The techniques available for accomplishing this task are numerous.

The knowledge andskilIs of thyndivi uals responsible for remediating

-

the language problems will determine e one to choose. Several will'

resented 'here as-possibilities, but those iffdividuals using

language intervention systems.may find others more appropriate

for their uses. Only a few of the languagepproirams' available

_ . -

provide for pre- and post intervention testing. Therefore;'it i`t

_ .

important thatasome consistent t-measuremerit tools be obtained..---
,

.-.
pre /post measure for preschoOl.age 6;4- en is

the amean lengthf response (KLR).. It is probably :the oldest

technique available. Numerous diScussions of this technique mai

be found _in die literature. It was described by Dorothea McCarthy

(1930) in DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY:, edited by

Jobnton Darley, and Spriestersbach (1963). It has been modilied

_
.

_

through the. years by a nuMber:of people, including Brown who develoPed



the mean length of utterance -(MLU). MLU represents the average
-

num4K of m emes plus utterance. Brown maintains that this is%

the most of single measure of language acquisition avail7

'able until a child reaches a level at which he is using six or.
.

seven-words per utterance., After this level, other factors involving

languageskills influence mean length of utterance so that it
.

'becoqes-aless -effective measure.,, Brown's technique for calculating

MLU is very simple; The child is xresented with stimuli which may

be pictures, objects, or conversational-exchange attemPts:- The

child's speech
0

100 utterances

X

nUmber of morphemes is

is recorded and a morpheme count ismade on the first

satisfying Brown's guidelines. The MLU or average\
t

calculated by dividiTig. the number of morphemes

used.by the number of utte morphemes

4
1)' present provessive (e.g., sitting)"*

3) on--preposition form; 4) plural regular

aces. The fourteen identi-

fied by Brown include:

2).in--prepositiOn form;

ty adding s or 24 5) past irregular verb tense; 6) possSive--

add -s-; 7) uncontractible copula (e.g , "This is tall." "There

he is."); 8) articles; 9) past regul --add ed to verb; 10) third

person; regular; 11) third person irregul ; 12) uncontractible

auxiliary;13) contractible copula (e. , "He's happy."); 14) con-

tractible auxiliary. The value of the morpheme count is that it

indicates some of the errors being made by the child .and.provides

more guidance-in terms of intervention than the more simple Word



developed by Lynn Miner (1969). It is to be used with children who

. .

have poorly developed grammatical_structures.

A technique for analyzing language usage known as developmental

Sentence scoring (Lee, 1974) deals with eight parameters of genera-
-

tive grammar and their deyelopmental complexity. It is ba %d on a
j

sample:of language obtained from the child and scored according to

a pattern provided by Lee. Developmental age norms are available,

and percentile' scores are available. by:age level,

.
. .

Two tests are available now that provide_a language analysis

based on normative data. One is the test of language comprehension

and the other is the test of elicited'Ianguage, both by.Carrow (1972).

These two tests used together provide Measures of comprehension and

-- ____
ex cession akills The scoring procedures for the;eIlcitedJanguage..

. _' i .,
-... __. _

are somewhat complex and time -consuming but do provide a strong

basis for develoRing a language.intervention procedure.

There are several language intervention systems that provide
.

for their own Pre- and posttest measure of intervention effectiveness.

These include the Bricker program (1972), the programmed conditioning

for language .(Gray and Ryan, 1975), and GOAL (Karnes, 1972) (which

uses the ITPA as a pre -.and postmeasure).
_ _ -7.4"4"--. . _

While measuring language skills prior to the use of inter-
.

vention strategies and again after specific periods of intervention

of primary importance, it is also useful to assess the language

10



assessment makes it possible to compare the skill lev'els of normally

- ,

progressing children and those of the children with whom you are
. .

working. Ofteii, the comparison is helpful in assessing the effec-

Ativeneps of die program. Fortunately, enough techniques are avail-

able-now so that it is possible to choose a procedure, compatible
. _

with the skills of the language: interventionist; for collecting-

reliable-information/to describe:the:effeCttiedess'of..the programs

There is no reason to postpone the'collection'of information until

a staff is trained to use Sophisticated techniques. It is possible.
. .

L

to begin with simple procedures and apply more sophisticated ones.

After staff members are versed in their use While problIps Continuemem
..

-to be present.in techniques for obtaining language samples from
..

young children, it is probablYrealistic at this point in time to

pbtain .both the pre- and,the postlgguage samples uSing:.the same

stimuli and exactly the same "eliciting,' techniques. Ihren though

there an, problems with the collection and analysis of language

samples, using the best techniques available IS still worthwhile.

The availability of models of language acquisition and various

:echniques for obtaining pre- and postintervention infdrmation are.

Lmportent in selecting and using.an'y language intervention program.

Et is also portant, however, to determinepie. severity'of the

.anguage problem before choosing a technique. The prOgrams described

.n this manual are grouped according to the severity of the language

11



t
1

_

These ways include groUpSingsaccording to: the theoretic model"

,

I

, . ca. .:.T... ' :1 : .

(of language acquiSitiOnY on WhiCh theY.:are baked; the ty of
\,, Hf _1

, it o
. instructionaLstrategy:tliey employ, or theAetiology of aS ociate-

.

. .

i

problemsi(such"fs mentaliretardatiOn or emotional disurb -) .1

The deciaion to group them in;terms of:the seVerity.of la uage

A .

impairment was a logical.one in view of the population of hildren

to be served.

12"



Q.

PART r -LANGUAGE, INTERVEN
TION SYSTEMS FOR SEVERE

`9IMPAIRMENT
A'= -discussion of three programs:, Ldnguage Acquisition .for the -
Severely Retarded (Kent), Early Language I ntervention (iiiricker),
and Systematic Language . Instruction: The. IllinaiS -Program
(Tawciey and Hipsher)



of using. any single OordS ars gene ally congiderecttO have A severe

anguage-impairment: Typically, th e children also have poor '
ttending behavior for both visua1Jand auditory stimuli. Their .

ttending behavior is often poor b cause they attend momentarily
.

o. every stimuli in. the environment instead Of attending to one.

. .,..

tituluS long enough to learn from,[.4.t. ,*The more severe the language

mpairmenri.the- more structured.-the langUage.intervention system.,

eedstO berof.enablethe chi10-ro begin to learn: guage:Skills,

isO, more trials maybe required for learving.

_

oniselt. Rent. ,,this program has an initial inventory that congists-
.

f-a-randomized sequence of each behavior that:is to bp learned.
. .-

ae peson'using the program should determine the-behaviors that the

Gild approximates in an setting and then proceed with the teaching

:eps tb develop 'that icular behavior. The final inventory.

Nvided.is a measure. of on or a measure of.the child's

)ility to generalize and use the skills learned in other teaching

:eps: 'Tte retention inv ntory is always presented after. ten

7aining sessions on any part.of the prograM. Criterion'is 90 per-
.

for.all 'partsiof the prrogram. If i'he child does not respond

.

The .title has beenchan ed,to:_:LANGUAGE ACQUISITION PROGRAM
THE RETARDED OR MULTIPLY IMPAIRED.



stepsis failed and retraining steps must be presented.

The trials of each training session are r7corded as "correcf

response," "approximation, ' "incorrectxesponse, or. ' np response.

The store sheets for recording the.data Provide informati n to the

language clinician regarding the overall successor failure o

training se4ion.
-

Throughout.the program, positive reinforcementin.+ form

of consumable edihles; tokens; or verbal:reinforeementis used

fbr accurate responses. Reinforcement: should reflect the child's

level of responsiveness in the training session., The goal should
:.

always be to increase the child's ability to respond accurately

with only the verbal and social reinforcement being provided.

The Kent program is one f the most effective systems avail-

able,for estaH1ishi g attendi g behavior. Nothing is more b sic to

learning than good attending behavior. The child who cannot a

to bothvisual and auditory stimuli finds it difficult to acquir

language skills. Consequently, the'elimination of interfering

behaviors and thq eaf9lishment of behavior that will faeilitate

language- learning is the focus in the first Phaie of the Kent sys-

tem. The program attempts to develop the child's ability to, look

at objects, to, look at the face of the clinician, and to do specific

.motor imitations. Only after these abilities are established, does

the clinician proceed to develop basic receptive skills and then

expressive language skills.



soon as he bas some basic.attending behaviors. The'cIinician .

theh alternates between teaching receptive andexpressive language

skills. typically, the receptive skills are one Of two levels or

-
step's above the xpressive,. skills. Guidelines- are provided for

s se.

teaching each part.of the program 'and for establishing each recep-

tive and expressive language skill included in the program. The

'first-phaseof th receptive section-begins with body parts; objects,

'concealed objects,\and room perls. It is then expanded to include

performance of actions (named) related to body parts, performance

of actions (named) related to objects, findNig concealed objects

in two 13-axes, and performance of actions (named) related to room

parts. The second phase involvesdiscriminating. possession,

placing objects in prepositional relationshipS, giving Irelated

object,pairs,1 finding concealed'object pairs, and sorting colors.

The third phae includes verb-plus-adverbial-place commands,

vocabulary expansion for nouns, finding objects named, sorting;big

and little objects,, and pointing to colors named. The fourth phase

of receptive laaguage,involves verb-plus-noun-plus-adverbial-place

commands, verb-plus-noun commands using new nouns, pointing to

relatively sized objects, number concepts one through five, and

colo -plus-object identification. Th\e final phase of the recep-

tive language section involves vocabulary eXpansiom formoun'S,



finding;objects named;, pointing to, relative sized objects, and-
.

more activitie? oh number concepts one through five and on'objectS.

The first part at the expressive section concerns. Npcal imita-.
. .

I

tion. The §econd part' deals with-the basic.expressive Oase of% .

_ .

language development, including the naming of body partS,wobjects,.

concealed objects, and room 'Parts. The.third part, ressive

Expansion Phase I," includes discriminating possession by naming

whose body parts, naming objects in prepositiOnal relationships .to

ro60 parts, namipg missing objects,-naming room parts in prepbsi-

tianal relationships't'o objects, and mantling actions using verb-

noun combinations. The fourth.part, "Expressive Expansion Phase

II," concerns: naming colors, naming concealed colors, naming two

objects, naming an object plus a room part in a prepositional:

relationship, and counting to five. The fifth part, "Expressive

,Expansion .Phase III," includes: vocabulary expansion by hamieg

nouns and 135naming objects tRat are missing, manding actions

which include "verb plus noun with new nouns," naming colorspluS

objects, and counting disappearing objects (one through five):

The curriculum guide of this program also includes .information

. on sign language or total communication forA.ndividuals who do ruA

respond using'oral language. Verbal languageiis.conSidered the

ideal communication system for human beings. If the child does not

'', respond- to training procedures for verbal' language, however, it is

desirable to develop communication through the use of gestures,

sign language, or total communication..
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been used extensively with sliei037 retarded children. ts effec:--.
. .

. - .

tiveness is documented by -resules-Obtained.at+the CoIa.Water State. . °

. t
Home'and Training School in Coldwater,. Higan. It 'follows tra

tional view's, on language development and_ is' directed tbl:Tardthe

development of a functional language system*for severely retarded;. .

children. It is an effectivedanguaq Program for establishing

theattending behavior'fiecessary for
-
language comprehension and

. _ . -

usage by any child who -has s severe languageimPairment. floc
.

. ,

language intervention with thissrog am, it. may'be desirable'
. .' -

..._:_s. .. -

.

..

to move to another,program without following a :of the prodedures.
-

, ,-

in ,

the Kent program, to completion-. The7procedu'res'of this'pr61m.

are based onyWork with-retarded children Who have.Down'.s Synallome
.

.c .

and with normal' children Who, were obseri to ascertain the deveIopt
,

.
- . - , _

itiqn. As a result ;':itental sequerNS appropriatetodanguage.ac

the techniques appear practical and efficient.

_EARLY LANGUAGE INTERVENTION and-Diane

Sricker.2 --Erld. Diane .Brigker hiave develtped a prodedure for
.

deVelopplg_language skills in young retarded children. Their worly.

is described in LANGUAGE OFTHE MENTALLY:RETARDED by R. L: Schiefelbusch'

(1972),, and in.various.Publications and reports from George Peabody :.

- The Bricker program has-been reiSed.% A mote current referehce,is:.
,Bricker, D.; Ruder, K; and Vincent, B. "An Intervention Strategy for.
Language Deficient Children." In N. paring and R. A.SchiefeIbusch'
.(Eds.)-,TEACHING SPECIAL CHILDREN: New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976-

4

.*

r.
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college., their ianguage intervention plan is haseci on'. language as

- a reihforced=-behavior. They insist op reinforcement being defined
, s..

in operational terms as a clas:of. subsequent events that are

...associated krithv,an increase zn the rare.-otleproba. bility of behicrioral

events:: Thel--' Suggest that reinforcement .(defined opeationalrY) is
7

trsed frqu.ently grid has a s'pecific-tfutiatIon in language acquisition:
,, " A . r- ,

They agree rnat language instructional- sYst ems.-`that =use arbitrary.
-

.

reinforcers aSspart iGf :the intervention strateg should it a

viable plan for natural reinforters to, take over and Maintain the

newly. acquired language espionSe.p-at tern. .

;

'The 'Early Language InterventionPiogiam Is baSed on_ a sensory,

motor, and'Inguage lattice wiiicrieq,oribes the sequential forms
. -

of behavior and prer,eqUisiie behavior's for each skill. Language
' -

'development from. the point of view o reflexive responses of the.:
infant'. to ,intetitional and preoperational behavior is described.. .

-There is' a scree ing- instrument to,16-Cate the child within the
=.-

dev loptgental attice in various- areas so that intervention tech-

t

niq.ues can selecfea appropriatly: The screening: instrument is

riot _given ter., one sit,tiiig;4it generally requires many sessions with

the chili . The kalance of the program iS based on a "test and teach"

system, is applicable, to normally developing children up to the.
. .

age op four-tIrearuancib:as been used with retarded children "as -old
(:7_\ -; ,

as f/ifteerpyQars:oflage who maintain behaviors within the defined

dev,e16' tel. 'ace of screehing i.nstrument..1314n



attending behavior; .motor imitation, verbal imitation, functional

classification of objects; and.functionaI interrelationships.

The uniqueness of the-Bricker program appeats.to lie in its

-utiIizationof sytbolic, functional relations amoneaciions an

objects as a basis for sequenced verbal behavior of. children. They

report children performing functional cIassification.tasks Prior

to showing evidence of a receptive or.expressive vocabulary. Their

formal,.language training prOcedutes are based on probes to deter-
.

mine the child's minimal behavior,patterns in eaci area. Once this

assessment procedure is complete; the target behaviors'are developed

'through specific training procedures. Itisenecessary to- determine

interventl.ohs'in receptivethe hearing level'of each child prior to

or expressive language. Evaluation of the conceptual4ecep--_
: ;

tiye vocabulary or comprehension.pf.Janguage is conducted in away

.that.reveals-the selection strategies of the Child and provides some
.

guidance in terms of'the appropriate strategies to"be developed,

16 employing receptive, vocabulary. For some children, the-use of

"motor mediator" to facilitate receptive and axpressive vocabulary

performance desirable;

The program then proceeds to the use of verbal imitation in.the

delielopment of kn expressive vocabulary. Word-object relationships
'

are developed and word production is utilized. Simple grammatitaI

rules for actor action, action object; and actor-aCtionobject

_4 21
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picture stimuli presentation.and'utilized in developing the basic

grammatical 'pies:. .. :

.
_

. - _
The early .language interVention techniques_described.

,..

Bricker and Bricker (1972) offer great prod/se of=heing efficient.'
. ...

and effective.

: V

!I CTION-:-,:=11LEILL-I14013 PitOGRAM_by_." :"

-
J. S. Tawney and L. W. Hipsher (1572): This is another lan

program developed with mentally retarded children. It provides

many small steps and allows a child to move systematically from

touching to language behaviors.. It is appropriate for usewith

Children who have not yet developed riaming.bdhaviOrs and can be
,

used to.deveIcip A language coMprehension
*

There are two componentstathesysteM thatare..ofj.nteek."

One is:the.approach to language through he acquiSitiOn.of labels=-

theresponse forms for,"yes and no" and then,the question form.

Tfie second component concerns procedures for teaching-each language

_ _

skill." The progratiatt4mpts to direct the 'language clinician's-

4 _

behavior very specifically in terms of preventing error responses,

assisting or.cueing.a child. toward'oorrect.Tesponsesiand providing,
:R

immediate poSIti-ve reinforceientlor.accurate resikinses.: The
r .

authors discussthisProcedure in tens of a controlled learning

environment. Each leSson in the program has been analyzed for

task performance and prerequisite behavior. Children are pretested

22
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before instruction is providdd and then posttested after the instruc-

tion. .has' been given. 'Tt is suggested that lessons not presented

if a child fails to possess ifie 'necessary preiequisite behaviors.

The curriculum is

that clinicians follow

.program: for developing

clinicians or teachers.

c nicians. o use: ecause t ey : feel it limits crea

highly structured, and the authors insist

the,Program precisely. It is an excellent

specific responding behavior on'the part-o

It is difficUlt for some experie

Although

there "may` e so limitations in this: area, it- is obyio s that

children who need

PROGRAM.benefit from

s much structure as is provided by THE ILLINOIS

Onsistent behevi4 on the part of the language

-Clinician. As a result, any loss of creativity is compensated for

by he aCquisition of language. skills' by the children using the

fogram and their increased 'behavioral repertoires and particiii-
.

tion in other instructional units.: Fqrthese reasons, language 74/

clinicians are encouragedtouse the ,program. very. systematically

and very much as suggested by the authors.

Some clinicians have indicated that too much time is spent in

-

touching behaviors as opposed to speaking behaviors. It should

- -

be remembered,'ho-Oever, that this-program is appropriate for

children with severe language.impairment who, may be doing little

_ .

.vocalizing at the.. time they begin. `the program. If a child has

appropriate behaviors for receptive vocabulary and touching objects

as named in the grogram, he can be started at a higher level.

..23
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':analysis of prerequisite'skillsfor each session helps to deter-..

:-. mine a at\Which a child Can:be placed in this_ program.
)

Another .pdtsibIe shortcOm4ngtf,,the PrOgraMis that the stepS are

very. small; and Many ,language-impaired children can move ahead

faSter by taking larger stepS. Therefore, individuals-using this

program are encouraged to' review the learning styles of the children.

placed in the program rather carefully. ft is an excellent program

if used with the appropriate population. ...Nit may. be. too, tiMecot-

suming, however, if used with inappropriat4 liopnlations that are

.

capable of moving ahead with instructional systems that have larger

step -and movements toward skill acquisition.
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PART LANGUAGE INTERVEN,
TION SYSTEMS FOR MODERATE
IMPAIRMENT

A discusSion of three prog ms: Programmed Conditioning for
Language (Gray \and yen); Distar Language Piogram
(Engelmann, Osborn, and ,Engeimann), and GOAL: Level 1,
Language Development (Karms)



Children whOlise some language but use patterns that are not

typical of the language system, or standard English, need language

intervention techniques thatare systematic but not as highly struc-
.

turefras those needed for children with severe: language impairment.

.,,The: steps .of these language programi cplb-dirreto be small but.'not

'.as small as those provided in programs for severely involved

children. This means that more variables might be introdUced at

once,-that skills are added more rapidly, and that mote stimuli

are provided simultaneously.

PROGRAMMED CONDITIONING FOR LANGUAGE (MONTEREY LANGUAGE PROGRAM)

by B. Gray and B.'Ryan. .This is a program that takes its content

material from generative grammar and its delivery system from

operant conditioning. The programming moves essentially from simple

to complex tasks and frbm single-word responses to complete sentences.

.

. The goal of the program is to deVelop social language through the

' acquisition of a mini-language thai teaches a ild to generate

new and complete sentences for himself. This program probably

represents the most complex programmingthat has become available

. in a language intervention system. There are at,least eight vari-

ables that ere controlled and programmed, along with four stimulus

models 'and forty-two curriculums. It is possible fdr each of the

.forty-two curriculum programs to be presented independently, and

a chilloconsidered to be language impaired typically will need to

go through eleven of the programs. The program has been

30
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children who have language impairments of varying etiologies and

i children witll varying levels of ntelligence. Its use with train-

able and educable andicapped children indicates that almost twice

as many responses-Axe requiiedfor.effective learning of the prograMi''

than for children with near: normal intelligence; If used with

severely impaired children, five to ten : times as many responses are

required as With normal children.

The reinforcement schedule is varied, beginning" With the 100

percent "token-paired-with-social -reinforcement",system and changing

to a 10 percent token and 100 percent social reinforcement system

*-
in the latenSteps of each curriculhm.

One Ofthemost carefully developed parts of the program

is the model presenied'as the_stiMulus for the Child's response.*
.

It may be considered, in some ways, but the initial model

is considered immediate an complete. The child is given the

entire model of what he is to say just before he is,po say it

The second model.is describedas "delayed complete;" in this

instance, the child is,given the entire model, but it must be held

briefly before he says the response. The "immediate truncaed"

is the third model, and the child is given only aisorticin of what

he:is to say in the model immediately before he says it In the

"delayed truncated" model, the'child.is given only a portion of what

he is to say in the model, and it must be held, briefly. In the

"no- model" stimulus, the child is not.given a model of.what-he

28
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say.., With this Stimulug the model' is intrOduced it an.
.4 lo

.early:Stage and then =g;tadually.fadesuntiLthe ohild-haS'.developedH.
- .

the ability to generate his own sentence structure.

A specific criterion for passing each part of the_programi.

is provided. The criteria differ

individual instruction.

for group instruction and for

A branching procedure provides additional instructional

'steps to help child140-cn having difEiculty on particular programs.

While most children need few branching procedures,-a few need a.

good many. This facet of the program provides a flexibility absent

in some of the other instructional programs available. Guidelines

are provided for making branching procedures available.

The major shortccm- g of this language intervention-system

Tis -its availabilityit Ts limited to people who have completed
.

workshop training he procedures are carefully:and completely

described in, theIboc'k A LANGUAGE_PROGRAM-FOR THE NONLANGUAGE

CHILD by Burl Gray and Bruce Ryan (1973). Congiderable.clata on 9h e

results of this program used with children:are available. They

indicate that the core programs are reamed bychildren in two to.

.seven hours, instruction t.me. Each child gives between three-

,hundred and,geventeen-hundred responses in -the acquisition of'each.

-program. The hone carry-over section of thiS program helps .to

achieve gengraliztion of the skills developed in the-conditioning



_ .

procedures. It Should .be used in the \classroom as well as. the

home. An early lack of
generalizationIshould he expected with

cbildren and shourd not .be .vie.7ed as reason to 'change inStructional

pTocedures; Almost all children begin to use the language struc-
.

,
. ...,

, .

turet in appropriate situations as the deve.lop
.

the:langUage skills

they 'heed:

.;=.^s . _ __

- DISTAR LANGUAGEP
elmann, OSho-rn, -and _ Engelmann.

This.ls one, of the progr § with a pretest, and a posttest built in as

.
-

part, of the-procedures

..:designe, for hilts

_ _

The preprogram consists of fifteen lessons'

ho have serious language deficits. Many

childrenwittr. mental
retardtib;1 will need to have the preprogram

%. .

. of the first fifteen leAons as Part of their language instruction.

Other children will ribt need this section: of the -projam and can.

start. on the main part of 'the program or in the preprogram.' The prete

_

.evaluates the child's'ability.to pmed#ce complete_stitepents, to

understand the meaning) of ideittificatiOn-
5s.

and.., statements,
.

. - . , , ..
. . .

add -to prcid*ce such' _statements. .othert language structures presented
_

. -- ---, .. .
- .

_ . .

in the preprogram include "yes-no questions, 'what questions,

- . ._

and "full"- statements in the= forms of identity, action, and .negation

statements: .

- -

-The main part of 'the Ianguagepxogram is _designed so hat

seVeial different concepts are covered 1.7itilin

.

3The second 'editioiCiotthe,DISTAR Lang&age was made

available,.in 476. 4 .:
:



\

session. 'Typically, five ,sCgments are involved through books A,
.

B, and C, along with storybooR,and take-home materials. Each child.

in each grogp-can proceed at a pace that is comfortable for hii%

,The;language structures dealt with in Book A include-the following:

identity statements, polar statements, prepositions, pronouns,

multiple attributes, comparatives and of

location, and statements of Same and different. Book B deals'with

the language structures of action statements, categories, plurals,

why questions, verbs oft, senses, verb tenSes; 117.-thee constructions ;:

and before-after constructions; These are all developed in .a sys-

tematic way. Book C contains statements regarding "verbs," state

meats constructed with "orb," and staekg0ftts including 'all," "one " and

"some-all-none:" Obviously, the.ianguage tcuCtures dealt with in
.

"took C are relatively abstract and will present the most difficulty

to children.

The DISTAR program was developed to teach the language SkillS

needed)to benefit frotypi8ai cIassrooi instruction. It was deielopk,

not' as. a'system-for-teaching social language but rather, to help
.-

Children learn the language of instr tiop. It is designed for

use witia-Smal-groups of children, ypically three to six children
..- -

in a gro4,.. Guidelines for presenting "the program inolude: 'the
,

,material to be taught, .the steps to be used-in presenting the informa-
..

tion,identificatiOn of correct responses, procednres for modifying'

.

incorrect responses, and ptocedures for assessing children's progress..



It is especially emphasized by.ihe authors of this program that the

.instructional system should be followed precisely. As children_

Iearn'the response patterns expected, it is possible to move very-
*I

,rapidly'with this Peogram; eventually, experienced users of-the

program learn that.some_children can in fact. skip some steps. How-

ever, beginners are.certainly encouraged to present. the program

precisely according. to directions until they:have had considerable

experience with various groups of children.

PI I B !IAN. . - The

ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC AMITIES is typically-nsed as

a pre- and postmeasurement of change when GOAL is used for instruc-

tionaI purposes. This program was developed tQ help children acquire
.

the language processes involved in language acquisition. Skill in
fi4

.language processes is considered basic.in learning to read. The

program covers' essentially eleven language-proCess areas. These
.

are: 1) .auditory reception.; 2) visual.reception; 3) auditory

association; 4) visual association; 5) verbal expression; 6) manual
4

expression; 7) auditory - sequential memory; 8) :visual- sequential

memory; 9) grammatic closure; 10) auditory closure; and 11) visua

closure.

4.-The qpIAL Level 1 'Sit is.currently being revised: The new
edition will also be structured 4round the Ithk areas-but will
include,,under each 'area,-. developmental sequence's reflecting the
current information from language acquisition,.reseaich:. Since
GOALevel 1 was releagedi a. new kit; GOAL.Level 2; was*developed
by the same author The latter kit is for older children with .

language delays,



There are 337 different activities available in this program.

A teacher's guide contains supportive instructional materials and

describes presentation of the activities. The activities are-very

carefully organized so.that individuals may present4them in a sys-.

teMatic manner. In some instances, criteria for determining that

_
. .

.-activities have been successfully acquired the children are

'presented. In other instances, the language programmer has to

_determlne'the child's status without guidelines...
,Y -

This program is best utilized with small groups of childrdn

although it can be used on an individual basis too. It is

carefully developed program based on considerable experience with

children. For individuals who find the information - processing'

thepry.on which the ILLINOIS TEST. OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIdS is based a

comfortable theoretical base for language intervention, this is :an

ideal Nrogram.

* * *

The language programs described herein for modekately impaired

language users are typical of thoSe available. there are other

possiblilitiessfor children in this category, 'tut ones discussed

here represent a cross section of the material available. New
- .

programs are appearing on the market regularly,'-and it is

important to monitor the publication information and the supply

catalogues systeMatically in order to keep informed. with.regard.

to new language intervention systems.



A discussion of five programs: MatrirGaines(Gotkin), Interactive .
Language Development Teaching (Lee, Koenigsknecht and
Muihem); Emerging Language (Hagen; Gorthan; and
Peabody Language Development PrOgram (Dunn; Smith; and

,.tiOrton), and Language Intervention: Ten Techniques (Mutha)

::
.



.Individual8 dealing with preschoolers frequently find chiltren

who use language but use it inaccurately. These children typically

,1"

make their wants known"liout do not seem to havethe richness or the

flexibility of language that is typical for their age level. In
- 0

addition, they may lack experience with the effectiveness of

language as a controller of the behavior of others. Suck children

often bent.efit from langulge instruction, but ft..:.doe,ndt *need to
.

be as carefully structureds:Or as. highly controlled isprograms for

I
children with moderate language impairment. There are a numbec of

programs available that pcovide lnguag4, instruction for mildly
-r-

impaired children.

MATRIX GAMES by L. G. Gotkin. The curriculum represented here

was developed to improve the receptive and productive language

skills of four- and five-year olds from disadvantaged -backgrounds.
. _

Matrix boards provide a., guideline for presenting opportunities for

.,

language usage. There is a teacher's guide and an instructional,

Q-..5*- - '''
packet that provicsome_suggestions for the teacher in utilizb.- '

- .

4,.--..,: . .
tion "of the matrix lords. However, one .of the strong advantages---- - -

-72,...,7_ -- - - --....: -_
,

af inis=program is that it provides tremendous flexibility- for the
.,.

.

language clinician to meet the individual needs of.children in a

- -

,creative and effective way. The matrices-arecons'iructed so that

there is an element of common information in each column and in
'

each row. This- allows for preseritation of, stimuli that vary in

complexity. :In the beginning simple directionscan be 'given, and



the child's responses can be completely nonverbal. Later, the child

willrepeat the instruction before carrying out the nonverbal responSe,,,

and later still each Child can give instructiq to the teacher or

anther child. The complexity of
-

ythe instructions may_ from a,

one=part command to a three- or four-part command. In'additioni tht
n.

.

child.may be required to attend.,to:only one-Tart-of the directitit

in the beginning and later be -required to attend to sthree or. four-

elements; 4 the _direct i6n and the complexity-of cognitive materiel

o Concepts;

The same gradual sequencing, which is/Provided in terms

the Child'sverbal response, may be required-to increase the length,:
- ,

complexity; and, number of elements involved in a response. The child

0 is given the opportunity to respond after only a small gegment of

. . . -

itformation hasheen presented.:. The sequence of the-program leads

toward attending .behavior in a group, comprehension of language

structur.es, and the ability to .generate directionS or statements
.

ofpOSitIon and identity.

The materials-are largeenoAgh to be used with small groups

Children. The instruction could be provided on an individual

beeis but Seemsto be more effective in groups of two to six children.

The materials are colorful and. children have:Tieen very responsive.,

to the5i. The major weakneis of-the program is that acriterioniS
.

not provided for determining when tasks have been learned. .1n addi-

tiOn, the materialsare heavy and difficultto transport:
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The curriculum of the maerix games consistsof prepositions,
ey

verbs, plurals; colors, size and shape, and question and negatiofi

forms.

The Gotkin MATRIX GAMES have not been as widely used as some

of the'other langUage intervention; systems, but they do provide

considerable -1-nformation that is attractive to_pres6hoolaged

children. The prograMm14 has been carefully done so that the

Sequence of steps is appropriate, and the'steps are small enough

f9r most children -to be successful. It is'not, considered an ideal

program for children-with really severe language deficits:

-mwrERAcTIvE LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT TEACHING IlyT.11_,-1TiaP1

R. loenigsknecht, and S. Mulhern. The-language intervention system

described in this'book is based on developmental sentedce analysis._

The system of analysis is baSed on geRerative grammar and Vsycho,

linguistic approaches to language development. Eight parameters

of language i=mre.chosen analysis, and they consist. of 1) indefinite

pronoun or noun modifiers, 2) personal pronouns, .ay main verbs,

4Yseccindary Verbs; 5) negatives; 6) coo,i.unttibna7) interrogative

err evsals, and 8) "wh" questions -_ Each -category .of language has

been analyied according to developmental levels and,-in some instances,
.

assumed complexity. The language clinician is responsible for .devel=
. . . .

opin,g-procedures.t& help children
4

acquire the skills that:are' missing.

This allows considergbiWcreativity on the part, of tae- language

clinician but also provides for.thappossibility that,poor prograMming





will occur. The guidelines for task analysis are weak, and there-

is no criterion to determine when a child- has actually acquired a

,given skill. The analysis is based on a language sample obtained

in regponse to verbarand-pictorial

prpcedureg for collecting language samples are not'yet agreeg upon,

Stimuli. Because,standardized

the Manner in which they are obtained may differ considerably. from

one language clinician to another. Therefore, the use of such

samples asafOntdation for the derelopment of7a..language inStrut-

tional-system is problematic. However; in the hands of skilled
.

. .
J

cliniciang-or people who have carefully studied the-bookpnd

_ ,
'attended workshops for specific training, this represents Both 'an

.

ef ficient- and4an ef f e c t iv e language. intexvent ion system _14 4,

developmental' sentence anaIysis.is-probahiy as_effective in'7terms-

of measuring changes that do occur with language instruction 'as

- .

any technique available. It is important for the language clinician

to learn to be consistent with judgments an4 scoring procedures ;'

This can be accomplished by recording a-language sample, franstribing

it, and scoring it on two or three separate occasions without

referencq to the-first scoring. If'the same scores ,are obtained,-

then it is apparent that theciinician is consistent with previous

judgmentL.

or three diffgrent

It is more difficult to obtain consistency between-two-
_

cliniciang.

.

.

4

EMERGING LANGUAGE,: by JOhn Hatten,Tracy GOr3 tan,, and Carole.

Lent.5 This:book describes.behaVioral objectkleslanguage

5A revised version, EMERGING LANGUAGE 2, is. now aVailable.

4 ,



instruction beginning at the one7yord level.and continuing through

.

the developilemir of kernel sentences and early transfornations. The

book contains lesson, plans developed by the authors fcfr language

remediation begInning at the child's level of performance and
a

:proceeding in systematic steps, iIt is based bn,deVeltiptental ten=

tente analysis, and the sequence the user selects'is designed to

introduce, the child to various tr ansformations that_are part of.
...

ne.generative grammar appioach io.language development. :It is

designed f9r use with children between the ages of _two and ten

years who have not acguired language. The authors haveseatablished

some criteria that the child must verbally satisfy in order to

move to the next, set of-aCtivities. This language approach is

consideired more informal than some, because it allows activities
4 v

to be donsiructed in the interest of indivIdual children.

authors also encourage the use of noun-action cbmbinationa early

in the instructional program. It is difficult for some language
4

..

clinicians to accept this fragmentary "cargo" phrase as an early,

appropriate language utterance. HOwever, young children do use

sentence fragments to'represent comiglete ideas.: Therefore, it

.

may be Logical to approach language remediationfron the "tar7.W

phrase point, of view;

The strengths_of'this program are the flekibility, the open

programming, the. developmental sequence Of language skills in
. _ .

.

each .of the eight categories, and the systematic approach to



instructipn.for:each category. The weakteSSes are related to its

:

. dependence.on,thn knowledgeand skill, of the language clinician
. .

using it and the lack of Criterion to deteimine acquisition' of

skills. %There is no reinfoiCement sCheduIe described, although

clinicians using it have frequently provided their own. This-may

be used in developing.interactive language therapy activities.

Informal. Language Programming

This approach: to language intervention .is typically preferred

1

by most language clinicians who feel that they can utilize informa-

tion On language developmenti:language acquisition, and develop-

mental norms to build their own language iptervention.techniquei

or programs. Ifideed, some.linicians interact' informally quite

well with children who demonstrate much improvement in language

usage during intervention programs. Care shouId.be'exer9sed to

meet the language needs of the child and not the clinician. It

as helpful to keep some type of record on accurate responses.'

Analysis of language .samples can be used to document change as a

,

;:pre and postintervention measure.

THE PEABODY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM by L. Dunn; 3..0.

.
.

Smithand_1(..:TortuiV.Minypeople conSider the PEABODY to be a

good example, of informal language programming.. Although there is

a specific structure and a specific syitem,to the presentation of

materials the program. does leave opportunities for the language

clinician to present the language activities in the way most

appropriate for each group Of.children. It begins with labeling



activities and moves to the grammatical structure of language and

then to logical thinking and thelproduction of appropriate-language

structures. A manual describes 180 daily lesson plans that have

explicit instructions for presenting the lctivities. However, the

manual encourages teachers to present activities in ways that -are

'best: suited to the children; their interests: and the inte of

the language. clinician. Word association skills and sentence build-:

ing are two of, the major activities inzth±s,type of language program.

In assessing,the feasibility and, efficiency of language

programs, it is importanefto relate. the amount of talk time by the

.language clinician to the amount.of talk time used by the children.

It is not unusual to find clinicians, who use informal programming,

taking most of the talk time in a session and leaving little for the

child. One of the dangers of.info,gmal programming:is thAt it does

not limit fhe verbalizations -Of language clinicians,

WI. r : 4.11.r I Y91. ECHNIgUES" by John Mdma.

Muma presents ten techniques7-five child-initiated and five teacher-

initiated -=for mo ing the language of children. The child-

initiated techniques will be'-discussed first:

The "correction model" is probably the most. frequently

utilized and probably the least effective in changing language

usage by children. The child's errors are identified and corrected

immediately by completion and modeling from the adult.-.. Srrors of



reference are"a1 o identified and Corrected'so that the In

instructor deals with the semantics of the language: Anotfier.
.

technique is %expansion." In this instance, the child's utterance

is retained but is 'completed according to adequate sentence.struc-

1 - .

ture and the available referents. Some additional information is
.

.. 410.

L.'

proirided and the child is encouraged to incorpohate that Ihforme-

tion_into additional utterances. The-third child-initiated tech-
--

nique is expatiation." In this.instance, the structure is maintained

and additional ideation is provided. The semantic aspects are

maintained, but.syntax is not necessarily retained is the child".
.

originally presented It In the fourth xechnique,'"Complex

expatiation," th.e semantic aspects are retained and featured,'bUt

they are diffused into more-complicated syntactic structures. The

syntax may be modified and new idAatronal information provided.

This technique helps the child learn to deal with the utterance as

the locus of communication. The fifth Child-initiated technique

is the "alternative.moda." The child makes a.statement and then

the adult.makes a response that includes two alternatives both of

whi.Ch are acCeptable.- This is ofie of-the beat techniques4or.

developing'the logical assumptions underlyihg an utterance and

for teaching the child that things can be'said in more ways

than one.

In addition to the child-initiated models, there are five

teacher-initiated models. . These techniques are ideal for short

45
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initructionil units. The eacher can offer the'odel And allow

time for_,the,Cbild to resp

the educational day. In addi

in group instructional situations by language Clinicians..

onanumber.of-occasiOns throdghout

ion'P these techniquescan be used

_: The first teacher-initiated model is.: called "completion."
. -

It, Consists of providing all of a sentence except one word and
..

asking the childto fill in that unit.-.The completion-model,may'
, -. . ,- -

be used for noun pthrases, verb phrases, and modifying phrases such

as prepositional phrases:, -or it may-be used as a means of developing.

cognitive strUctUiet. -If it is- used with pi4.ure stimuli, it can
. , .

.be usedin such a way that the Childhas'to find as Many
,
wairs'as-

,

'possible to complete a sentence. 'this requires imagination,

- _
. .

.dealing with conceptual materials notdepicted in ihe picture,

.
-

and organizing them in a imeaningful way. It is apparent that the

completion model deals with-grammatical and conceptual issues.
. 4.

The second technique that is teacher- initiated involies'a

replacement model." This requires the child to meplaCe a part.

of the sentence with another appropriatetunit.. This technique

deals primarily with constituent analysis and the.equivalent of

phrases and clauses. It also deals with grammatical and conceptual

The "alternative replacement model".is a co nation of. the

Alternative and replacement models. It ellOws exploraiOnOf

. -

morphology, and it allows the child to deal With 'constituent.

1-



Is.

analysis and an alternative strategy.

nique for children who have fairly adequate language but who need

'to deiefOP more flexibility, and who need to recognize different

It is an excellent tech-

ways of saying the same thing.

The fourth teacher-initiated model is "revision," and this

allows exploration of alternatives is more depth than the alterna-
,

L..-
tive replacement model. It deals with generalization and organize-

-

tion of concepts and may allow the child, to revise ideation related

to a.specific stimuli.

The..last teacher-initiatedmoddl is called "combination,"

+and this is,,another way-of. exploring alternatives. It requires

the child to take two complete sentences and cotbine'them into one

complete sentence. -It'requires an ability to generalize and
,

reorganAe infOrmation and :ia:inot appropriate for Children who are

having difficulty ;dealitiweill baSiC-strndtiiresof language.. These
. . .

techniques. may be used in-both the oral 1a ge fol*-and,kitten

..language forms.-

One of the primary advantages of-the-techniques described by
,

. .

Muma is their reliance upon the present peifarmance:levelA of

ahildren to indicate the appropriate language activity. In the

child-initiated modelslin particular, the teacher or langUage

clinician simply responds to the child's utterances in-a way that

emphasizes' certain structures and faCtoisin the child's producfiot:
.. .

of language. In the teacher-initiated'uodels, it is easy to listen



to the ehild't verbal output .and organize a: model stimuitl's that

Will.provide opportunities o practice the structures being learned

of-todevelop structures-just ahead ofthe.childYs present,usage.

The use of these techniques requires extensive knowledge Of lan-
, .r

,--guage and the transformations related to generative grammar,dand

it also requires that the language clinician have an abilty to

-

respond quickly. It is very easy.to present a model to the child

;,

that.ls too advanced 'and too complicaie for:Jam to tollow.' When

thiS occurs, it encourages error responses on the part of the child,.

and if to many of these occur "it is discouraging" to a child in
..

language-learning act ivit i es .



CLOSING REMARKS
.A discussion. of language development in terms of one's ability to
use increasingly difficUlt linguistic unitsbeginning with
phonemes and ending with language system



The analysis and modification of a 'child s language can be.

approached from several directions. , It can become'as complicated

or as simple as' the investigator has the background and-knowledge:
_

tomake it. RegardleSs of the anitysis or the motlifiCation of

-intervention systems; it is important to remember-that language

is.composed of'sets of functional relationships. As dettribed by

Dever and Bauman (1974), the sets of functional relationships in'

language may be considered layered. Analysis can be made of

language at any layer individually or as a Specific layer interacts

with other layers. The most basic level may be considered phonemes,

since these are the basic units that develop into meaningful wordS.

A second level might be considered morphemes,. These are best

.described as the markers of a language system that allow for func-
. _

tional relationships. Examples ofi.morpheme- markers are the use of

i and :z for pluralizatiOn, th.e.use:nf 's for poisessidi,. or the use

Of ed to form a regular past :tense: Above the morpheme level is .

the word level, and this has been highly 'investigated in terms of

vocabulary acquisition and size of vocabulary. The next level

would "be the phrase level. which consists of the .development of.

noun and verb phrases; it is now apparent t at Ome thiidren-procee&

to develop complex noun phrases before theydo much-in terms of
_

,

-.using Verb phrases. The phraSe-level analysis may allow for fine

diSCriminationbetweenlevels of development it iS=jk.iSt beginning'

-
tn'be...eXplored; The clause level of 'language usage has been



Investigated by Dever.and,tauman (1974) and prOMises:to provide

information on children's language that has not yet reached the

. .

sentence level. It will allow for-cIassification of utterances in

specific ways along a develYSpmental continutm. It maY, eventually

result in specificstages of clausal development, buf at the present

time it baSidally provides.descriptie information about language

paiterns that children are using. The next level of analysis and

instruction is the, sentencejevel. It allows for more extensive,

. -evaluation of language usage;at age levels higher than-are typically

investigated. Itis apparentfrom recent works by Chomsky (1965),

KeSsell (1970), and Hunt (1970) that language' development continues

in third- and fourth-grade ckiIdren. Their ability to deal with

:written languages and' their ability to modify verbal language iF

certainly apparent if we. look 'at analysis at the sentence level.

The combinationfof clauses into more complex sentences is probably

the best method of analysis. Discourse concerns the combination

of sentences to express an idea from its beginning to a logical

conclusion. Discourse, therefore, may consist of a paragraph or

several minutes of verbal diaiogue, or it pay:consist of several

-

pages o written ta-aerial: Tbe laramaggsmts is the most complex:*
,

. . 4,--. .

and the higheat leval at whi'a analysis Can -be. developed; and this b

relates to the efficiency with which an individual uses a. San=

guage -system. Very little analyiis as been done at this level;

:and it is unlikely, thPt it would et be needed for preschool



The dev opmeni of languagejs by far !the most complex and

cililenging area of child development. Littleis known about the

manner in which most of the-population acquires and uses language

effiCiently.';' It has been easUMedthat-chlidren with lower inteIli-

gence levels experience more difficulty learning 1anguage-and that,

-)
indeed, some oftileir were ircapabIe of liarniMg: It More recent

, ... .

research by Guess, ilor, and Baer (1974) has indiOated that eveh
. .

severely Tetarded.c dren can learn language fUnetions and-laa-.

guage usage if proofided with enough instructional trials over a

Iong'enough period of time.4eThey report taking as Iong,as two

7

years to establish"Verbal.responSeathat required two to three

.thousand instructional trials. After these initial language:

responses were esiablishectin.the severely retarded.childi'ihe next

language responses werelearned with fewer trials and leSS.:Timer;'Y

Clearly,' much-more remains to be learned with:regard to language

development, nsage;andlearning

a
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